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The spiral shaped channel in water purification and sewage
treatment
The spiral shape as a geometric figure, in engineering, is one of the
fundamental ones and to my judgment, in order of time, comes right
after the pyramid and the cupola.
It, like the pyramid and the cupola, satisfies practical and aesthetical
needs of the builders of all the times.
The spiral shape in particular if used in hydraulics in order to build a
spiral shaped channel, accomplishes the purpose to diminish (with its
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variable width) the turbulence of the water running inside it, which is a
requirement in water treatment.
In my particular case I felt that the logarithmic spiral shape discovered
by “Jacob Bernoulli” was apt to be used in a conditioner to be built for
use in water treatment, whilst Bernoulli discovered the spiral, the spiral
conditioner, using it for a practical application, was a true invention of
mine.
To start with I was lucky to be at the right place at the right time, in a
moment in history when the computers were in their infancy and the
industry had developed the GW basic programming language, apt
enough to bypass all the difficulties found in adopting something (like the
said logarithmic spiral) that could be designed only through trial and
error and had to be built without experience of previously built structures
(if one excepts that short sections of rivers and short channels of
variable width could be natural models).
All along these years since I left that place, my interest on the spiral as
a shape (as an idea on building) never was reduced and I felt always, for
the spiral , a very strong aesthetic appeal.
My purpose here is to introduce a follow up to the previous two papers
on spirals published on this site.

Clusters of spirals and design criteria
The idea of clustering together two or more spirals conditioners had
more appeal and elegance than the building of single spirals and at the
same time, since they always would be part of gigantic works, I feel that,
once they were built, given their size, they could represent a symbol of
Africa and a tourist attraction competing with the pyramids and other
gigantic (natural and artificial) structures present at this historical
moment in the continent.
I start presenting a picture of the original plant, which was entirely
designed by me and two pictures of the spiral flocculator (in working
conditions)) also included in the original plant.

Fig 1
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1) The original plant in Zuikerbosh: how it was designed,
dimensioned, and what was the original method of construction.
Capacity:

800 Ml/day to a maximum 960 Ml/day

Average design flow for 800 /ml/day ~ 9.26 m3/sec
Maximum flow
960 Ml/day ~ 11.00 m3/sec
Four sedimentation tanks (dimensions in m)
4 x 4H x 50W x 200 L = 160,000 m3
from 6~ hrs for 9.26 m3/sec
to ~ 5 Hrs for 11.00 m3/sec
Each tank will then be accommodating a flow of ~ 2.3 m3/sec up to a
maximum of 2.75 m3/sec . the system chosen was using two “spiral
conditioning flumes” or "flocculators" each accommodating a flow of
4.6m3/sec up to a maximum of 5.5 m3/sec and a standby smaller
flocculator was also built in order to permit periodic maintenance of one
larger flocculator at the time without loss of quality of the water.
Detention period
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Water load against the walls of the flocculators ~ 2m
Height of the walls of the flocculators H= 2.4 m
1a) in the design of the tanks in Zuikerbosh (where the first plant was
built) was accepted an average mixing factor G ~ 65 sec-1 and a
Manning coefficient ~ 0.012÷0.015
From the calculations resulted that the backwater curve, in average
working conditions, for the solutions adopted would develop an Head
Load of ~ 0.2 m.
The construction of the logarithmic spiral was obtained approximating it
with a polycentric curve and to build it a small program was developed,
calculating the positions of centres of arc of 90°.
Given the complexity of the calculations, the development of computer
programs was an absolute necessity in order to achieve a good
balanced design since the computer permitted the fast repetition of
calculations necessary to obtain a refinement of solutions through a
process of trial and errors and due to the fact that the work was an
invention breaking new ground and no previous experience was
available and no models had ever been built, the computer program
acted as a virtual model.
As a matter of fact I also designed (using the theory of models) a
hydraulic model about 1/3 of the size of the large sedimentation tank and
the day I left I supervised the coming into operation of a model of the
central rapid mixer (where the chemicals are added to the raw water
flowing in.
During my stay which covered a very short period of time I finalized all
the necessary instructions regarding the future operation of the system
and designed the reinforced concrete structures.
I also added to the design blueprints for the mobile steel trusses ± 50m
long carrying the mechanical mobile carriages of transfer and the
submerged pumps used to remove the sludge deposited on the bottom
floor of the tanks and advised to build, at later stage, the transfer
mechanism moving the beams from a tank to the other. A solution which
was followed to the smallest details from the mechanical engineers in
charge.
Here below are shown some views of the spiral flocculators in use:
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Along the years I never could stop meditate about other possible
uses of the spiral and when I came out with an idea I managed through
the economic help of a friend to patent it all over the world, but no luck,
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though the idea is still valid, the patents (USA 4,451,367, Europe etc…)
expired many years ago and I have no hint if the idea was used since.

See Google Research Papers-Miscellaneous/Downloads/2306
Or
Research Papers-Miscellaneous/Downloads/2307
The abovementioned patent represented a step forward, an attempt to
further associate the spiral shaped channel used in water treatment to
other applications in the field of hydraulic engineering.
There is no surprise if in the engineering field things are proceeding
very slowly (although the first arc structure was invented by an Etruscan
engineer it took about seven hundred years to the Romans to use the
concept on the Arcs of triumph, in the thermae, in building bridges,
aqueducts basilicae etc.. and eventually, the arc in Rome, reached a
climax when they built the Pantheon.
From there we had to wait more than a dozen of centuries before
Renaissance Engineers took the concept back using it also in churches
palatial mansions etc…).
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In the abovementioned patent a cluster of spirals is associated to the
whole treatment of the water, since the whole process (flocculation and
retention of water in the sedimentation tanks) takes place inside properly
designed channels whose cross section varies accordingly to the
necessity of the process of treatment (in practice is an optimization of
the system introduced above).
But now it cannot be said that the potential for use of spirals has been
exhausted since clusters of spirals could replace the use of many single
ones in the plants which presently are built (using the traditional
rectangular sedimentation tanks).
The sketch-drawing presented below is a cluster of four spirals, as
shown, at the inlet in the centre the water is distributed uniformly and
being the spirals channels completely separated in it we have the
equivalent of four single spiral flocculators:

The two opposite outlets will independently distribute the water on the
allocated tanks.
Given that the height of the spiral channels is about 2÷2.5 m the design
of RC walls can be made very safe etc…
The coupling side by side of two of the clusters in fig. above will provide
another possible solution as is shown below:
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The above solution shows two clusters of four spirals each feeding
eight tanks, alternatively the design could be made more economic
through the use of one cluster of four spirals (properly adapted to feed
four large tanks (and so on …) see fig below:
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One cluster, four outlets, see below:
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Use of the spiral in mechanical devices.
Propellers in pumps and turbines need to use a section of spiral as part
of a cluster of them since the quick velocity of rotation, of the said
propeller, builds pressure head or is cause of suction according to the
sense of rotation of the engine driven central axe.
A prominent example are the jet engines, which represent a new
advance in the use of clusters of spirals.
In these cases, trough movement of the cluster (a turbine) around the
central axe (obtained through the use of a rotating device) , the fluid,
(water for example), enters at low speed and comes out in the only
possible direction (the axial one) at higher speed and compression.
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∆ H

In this second case (below) through the use of a cluster of inverted
logarithmic spirals, assembled in such a way that they can rotate around
the central axe, a column of water maintained under constant
compression at the centre of it, whilst releasing a constant flow of water,
generates circular movement of the cluster.
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Use of the inverted logarithmic spiral for small water treatment
plants
Water treatment, nowadays, is becoming high priority since, due to
growth of population, in many cases, boreholes which for small
communities were a diffused source of reasonably pure water, are,
getting over exploited.
These communities do not require huge water works and can be
reasonably supplied with small treatment units, here below is suggested
how avoid overspending, through the building of self-contained plants
from which the water can come out reasonably well treated.
Here below is shown the profile of an inverted logarithmic spiral
whose cross section of the channel is getting wider towards the centre:
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Compact Sedimentation Tank using a channel shaped flocculator,
shaped as an inverted logarithmic spiral.
Below are shown two prospective uses:
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The above solution can be rendered more complete if the process of
filtration is associated to it, as shown in the following section:
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Spirals in oxidation ponds requiring slow flow over a fixed time
period
The treatment, of sewage water, taking place inside large closed tanks
going under the name of ‘digestors” is bound to benefit if inside them are
inserted double spirals as in figure below,

The water is permanently circulating inside the digestor and
concentrated sludge deposits at the bottom of the tank whilst
supernatant water containing reduced amounts of nutrient is usually
discharged into water ponds built for the purpose.
In them the water will carry on the process of purification.
The same effect can be obtained using a cluster of spirals as shown
below, which, turning slowly, will create a slight head of water
continuously pushing the sewage under treatment inside the central
diffusor from which the water will be recycled to surface.
Below are reported a few possible configurations embodying the
possible practical construction of similar characters.
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More in the future…….
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